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Abstract
This paper proposes a method to introduce the complexity of finding the solution to a given question. Question answering system is being currently used in various forms. But due to the increase in the number of users using these system, the chance of repeated searching increases.. The system implements an automatic system for answering repeated questions based on semantic question similarity. The system aims at solving one of the important issues in the information era; i.e. answering questions which are repeatedly asked in different forms. Retrieved answer along with the question is stored in a database. Repeated question is retrieved to check the current question, semantic patterns are used to match already answered questions to the new one from the database. Repeated question answering will solve the problem of wastage of resources. The system uses conceptual graph formalism will be a efficient system than normal question answering system.

Introduction:-
We live in the world of knowledge and seek for knowledge everywhere. Our thirst for knowledge enhances our integrity to ask questions on various search engines. A similar search engine is a QA system. A question answering system will automatically answer the question posted by users. With a question answering system we get the exact answer to the system. Most of the search engines provide long links and documents and its hard to dig the relevant answer the users require. An efficient question answering system will provide the appropriate answer to the question. Question answering system works closely with the field of information retrieval.

Researches on question asserting system are based on factoid questions [2]. An Example for factoid question is “Who is Sachin Tendulkar” the answer to this question is “cricketer”.

QA systems can be open domain as well as closed domain. Closed domain QA systems provides more accuracy since they concern a specific domain. Open domain QA systems covers universal values.

Major works in QA can be seen in Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) which has showed the considerable work in this area from 1999. The main challenge of QA systems are a combination of user demand and promising result to answer a question. Initially the system should analyze the context of the question and finally it should map to the necessary answer. This requires information retrieval and natural language techniques.

The QA systems uses yes/no questions, “Wh” questions (Who is the president of India , how high is the mount everest), indirect questions (I would like you to...) [3]and commands (Name all rivers in India). This paper deals with Wh questions. At times answers can be narrative, and in that form it comes under another related area of NLP called text summarization.

The paper we are dealing with here is the open domain QA system, here everything will be relying on general ontology as given by Mohamed Riaz[8] and word ontology. In an open domain QA system more information will be
available from which the data can be extracted. Wolfram alpha is one of the best QA systems that is presently available [10] Wolfram alpha is a computational answering engine developed by Wolfram Research. Wolfram Alpha, which was released on May 18, 2009, is based on Wolfram's earlier flagship product Mathematica, a computational platform or toolkit that encompasses computer algebra, symbolic and numerical computation, visualization, and statistics capabilities. The amount of data generated in web has been increasing every second. Millions of questions are asked in user interactive question answering [UIQA][2] systems like stack overflow, yahoo answers, Bing etc. The main problem is the users ask the same questions again and again. According to various studies in 2008 “Yahoo! answers” have acquired around 500 million questions and 40 million answers. Many of the questions are being repeatedly asked and accumulating them together would have minimised the wastage of searching again and again and also the network traffic associated with these searches.

Method:-
Repeated question answering system solve the problem of asking same question in different ways. Consider an example
“who won oscar for best actor in the year 2016”
and
“name the winner of oscar for best actor in 2016”,
here the answer is same for both questions
“ Leonardo DiCaprio “

By implementing this system users will be saved from answering questions again and again. Users input a question to the system. The system checks whether the question is being repeated. In our system we do structured and semantic matching [4]. The system is mapped to the resources available in World Wide Web and relevant document are extracted. Each and every question that the user provides will be saved to database. While the question is saved it will be processed and the tokens and key nouns will be separately saved [6]. Fig 1 shows the complete working of the system. The matching of question are done using Jaccard similarity [9]. The question given undergo NLP preprocessing [6]. NLP preprocessing includes stop word removal [8], tokenising [8], and stemming [10]. In this system questions should be matched mainly by three ways 1. Direct matching 2. Context matching 3. words that match semantically with same meaning and different words. Direct matching will directly match the question previously asked, Example, “which is the largest river in the world “ and “which is the largest river in the world”. If the same question is asked again it then can be directly matched. In context matching the context of the question will be same but expressed in two different ways. Eg: “Who got first olympics medal from india” and “name the first athlete to secure the first olympics medal from india”. Here the two questions have the same context. The next case is words with same meaning with different words. Eg: “Who assassinated Mahatma Gandhi” and “Who killed Mahatma Gandhi”. Here “kill” and “assassinated” are different words with same meaning. The system is divided into 3 main A. Structure Processing B. checking for repeated questions C. Search sources for answers.
**Structure Processing:-**

The question the user gives will undergo preprocessing. First the stop words of the question is removed. Stop words are words which are filtered out before or after preprocessing of natural language data [11]. Some of the commonly used stop words are ‘the’, ‘at’, ‘which’, ‘is’, ‘and’, ‘on’. After removing stop words the words are converted into token. After tokenising stemming algorithms are applied and words are stemmed. Stemming is the process of reducing inflected words to their word stem. The stem of word “fishing” will be “fish”. Now the processed question will be saved to database. The complete working of this module is shown in Fig.2.

**Check for Repeated Questions:-**

This is the core section of the system. Each time the system checks whether user submitted question is repeated or not. For calculating the similarity between the questions Jaccard Similarity Index [12] is used, this helps in comparing the similarity and diversity of sample set. The Jaccard coefficient is defined as the size of the intersection divided by the size of Union of the sample sets.

\[
J(A, B) = \frac{|A \cap B|}{|A \cup B|}
\]
In Jaccard index a threshold value is set, and each and every line when matched, a value is given. This value is compared with the threshold value. The value greater than the threshold value will be accepted. Maximum value for threshold will be 1. The new question given will be processed and all similar questions from the database and undergo Jaccard similarity check.

**Fig 3:-**

**Search Sources for Answer:-**
After checking for repeated questions and if a repeated question is not found, automatically it searches for answer sources. The question will be passed to preferred source URL. From the source URL the content is fetched and the HTML content is parsed. Finally with the parsed content it checks the defined tags and the answer is extracted. Fig.4 shows the detailed block diagram.

**Fig 4:-**

**Experiments and Evaluation:-**
Our proposed system was implemented in such a way that users can submit questions in free text. From this, system analysis the structure by relevant preprocessing. Then it search whether the question is repeated, if repeated the question is directly taken from the database and shown. If the question is not repeated, it will directly search from the answer sources. We have tried 500 random questions and from that the precision is calculated. The precision of the system was calculated by the equation as in (1). The “Correctly Retrieved answers” shows the correct answers fetched and “Total retrieved answers” showed the entire answers fetched.

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{\text{Correctly received answers}}{\text{Total retrieved answers}} * 100
\]  

(1)

**Conclusion and Future Work:-**
We have developed a system to solve repeated question answering. Users can submit their questions and system will give the exact and precise answers to the users. Since the problem of repeated answering is solved, the problem of wastage of resources and time is solved. System have a precision of 78.2 %. Text summarisation can increase the result output in cases of “How” questions. Synonyms checking can also be implemented to retrieve relevant answers and then improve the overall result.
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